Monthly/Annual Bonus Program
The Personal Producer Network is now offering a monthly/annual bonus program. We would like to reward
you each month for the work that you do to protect individuals, families and small businesses. It will be based
off monthly placed production and includes all life products across all of TPPN’s carriers. All agents
contracted with The Personal Producer Network are eligible. The contest will run on a month by month basis
and will be based on placed production only. As a reward for the work you do, TPPN will award you bonus
cash for your placed policies.

All States (Except New York)
Monthly Bonus
$5,000 annualized premium + 5 apps - $150
$7,500 annualized premium + 8 apps - $300
$10,000 annualized premium + 12 apps - $400
$15,000 annualized premium + 15 apps - $500
$20,000 annualized premium + 16 apps - $600
Annual Bonus
$100,000 annualized premium - $1000

*Persistency of 75% or better is required for all programs
*All Bonus checks will be sent out the following month
*Must have no personal or downline debt

This contest is available for all currently active agents with TPPN. All placed policies must be in force at the end of each month to
qualify. Personal production only. For agent use only. Not for use with consumers. Contest entry constitutes participant’s agreement
to contest rules. This contest is only for writing agents affiliated with The Personal Producer Network (TPPN) and TPPN reserves the
right to withhold an award from any agent who is not in good standing. Contest rules are determined by TPPN. It is TPPN’s sole
discretion to determine an award. TPPN reserves the right to change or discontinue this promotion or its terms at any time. This
contest remains subject to applicable law. Certain exclusions, restrictions, and limitations may apply. Contest winners are responsible
for reporting contest prizes for tax purposes. Transactions involving qualified monies require additional disclosure of compensation
that includes non-monetary compensation such as gifts, reimbursements and other incentives. B07121701

